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Abstract
A 75-year-old female presented to the Emergency Department with nausea, feculent emesis and abdominal distension. On previous visit the patient was diagnosed with a 2.2×1.9×1.1 cm ectopic gallstone in the mid small bowel without evidence of ileus or bowel obstruction and was subsequently discharged home. She returned 2 days later, abdominal plain radiographs revealed mildly dilated small bowel with air-fluid levels and a calcified mass in the right hemipelvis. Bedside ultrasound was performed and an air-filled gallbladder with a fistulous tract was visualized. Dilated loops of bowel were visualized with an abnormal back and forth movement of intestinal contents, consistent with a small bowel obstruction. Patient went on to have an uncomplicated surgical extraction of the gallstone with resolution of her ileus. We would propose using point-of-care ultrasonography with abdominal plain films as an adjunct for expedius bedside evaluation and diagnosis of gallstone ileus in elderly patients.

Case Report
A 75-year-old female presented to the Emergency Department (ED) with nausea, feculent emesis and abdominal distension. Point-of-care ultrasound and abdominal plain films were used to identify and diagnose bowel obstruction due to a cholecysto-enteric fistula, also referred to as gallstone ileus. The patient initially presented with nausea and non-bilious emesis and was found to have a 2.2×1.9×1.1 cm ectopic gallstone in the mid small bowel with evidence of a fistulous tract between the gallbladder and proximal small bowel on non-contrast enhanced computed tomography (CT) of the abdomen and pelvis. The patient did not appear to have an associated ileus or bowel obstruction on initial presentation clinically or radiographically. She was ultimately discharged home with close outpatient follow up with general surgery. She returned to the ED 2 days later with recurrent nausea, feculent emesis, abdominal distension, constipation and obstipation. Bedside ultrasound was performed and an air-filled gallbladder with a fistulous tract to an intestinal loop was visualized. Dilated loops of bowel were visualized with an abnormal back and forth movement of intestinal contents, consistent with dysfunctional peristalsis associated with a small bowel obstruction. Abdominal plain radiographs revealed mildly dilated small bowel with air-fluid levels and a calcified mass in the right hemipelvis. Ultrasonography combined with abdominal plain films was consistent with the patient’s clinical picture, a case of gallstone ileus due to a cholecysto-enteric fistula. Her care was expedited due to rapid diagnosis and she did not require repeat CT imaging.

Discussion
Gallstone ileus is a rare complication of chronic recurrent cholecystitis in which a fistulous tract is created between the biliary and enteric systems resulting in bowel obstruction due to an ectopic gallstone.\(^1\) Gallstone ileus disproportionately affects elderly females.\(^1,6\) Diagnosis is difficult in this population due to multiple comorbidities and nonspecific presentations. As a result, diagnosis is often delayed resulting in high morbidity and mortality up to 20–40%.\(^5,7,8\) Recurrent episodes of cholecystitis in presence of cholelithiasis causes chronic inflammatory changes which eventually causes the walls to become necrotic resulting in a fistulous tract from the gallbladder into the small intestine. Stones greater than 2 cm become obstructed causing small bowel obstruction with the most common site being the distal ileum or ileocecal junction.\(^3,4\) Early diagnosis in the ED is key to preventing morbidity and mortality and thus we would propose considering point-of-care ultrasonography as a mode of rapid and efficient diagnosis of gallstone ileus in conjunction with confirmatory tests such as CT imaging.

While CT remains the gold standard for diagnosis, there are patients who do not tolerate CT imaging in the ED.\(^5,10–11\) Additionally, CT imaging does not reliably identify ectopic gallstones as visualization is dependent on stone composition.\(^1,12,13\) Ultrasonography has been found to be a useful tool in diagnosing gallstone ileus at bedside when combined with abdominal plain films, with sensitivities as high as 74%.\(^12\) It is cost effective,
efficent and without exposure to ionizing radiation or intravenous contrast when compared to CT imaging. A cholecysto-enteric fistula is visualized as hyperechoic areas with acoustic shadowing within the gallbladder or non-visualization of gallbladder due to distended air-filled intestines, bowel obstruction is visualized as an abnormal back and forth movement of intestinal contents within dilated loops of bowel, and gallstones consistently appear as ectopic hyperechoic masses with posterior acoustic shadowing.

We would propose using point-of-care ultrasonography (POCUS) with abdominal plain films as an early adjunct for evaluation and diagnosis of gallstone ileus in elderly patients to expedite care. CT imaging, with or without contrast, should be obtained to rule out other possible etiologies for bowel obstruction. Her ileus was diagnosed using abdominal plain films which visualized a small bowel obstruction and an ectopic stone. Bedside ultrasonography was used to visualize aerobilia as well as small bowel obstruction confirming her final diagnosis of gallstone ileus. She was expeditiously admitted, went on to have a diagnostic laparoscopy followed by mini laparotomy with enterotomy and gallstone removal. The patient fortunately had an uncomplicated postoperative recovery and was discharged on postoperative day three.

Conclusions

Point-of-care ultrasonography is a valuable diagnostic tool in the evaluation and diagnosis of gallstone ileus in the emergency department. It increases the sensitivity to diagnose gallstone ileus when combined with abdominal radiographs. It has particular benefits over CT including efficiency, cost, radiation and is without intravenous contrast. POCUS should be considered a useful adjunct to diagnosis of gallstone ileus to expedite diagnosis and treatment. CT imaging should remain the gold standard to evaluate and rule out other etiologies of small bowel obstruction.
Figure 3. Ultrasonography small bowel contents circulating in a back and forth pattern concerning for small bowel obstruction. Arrow denotes movement of intestinal fluid in one direction.
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